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®

Make sure you change to a new lancet for every blood sample.

®

The Accu-Chek Multiclix system.
®

Changing the lancet every time you take a blood sample is
important, the lancet penetrates the skin and to maintain hygiene
it is recommended that a fresh lancet is used each time you take a
blood sample. Every new lancet in the drum is sterile and after use
can be discarded without being touched. The
on the lancet
pack indicates that lancets are for ‘single use only’. The same
device must not be shared or used between multiple people.

Accu-Chek Multiclix uses gentle Clixmotion technology
®

®

Step 1 Press

1

Press priming button down like a ballpoint pen.
The transparent release button turns yellow.

Clixmotion technology
• No vibration - neither in nor out
• Lancet is brought to a gentle stop and
immediately retracted

Conventional technology
• Vibration causes painful tissue damage
• Lancet stops abruptly and bounces back

Experience what’s possible.
www.accu-chek.com.au - Accu-Chek Enquiry Line 1800 251 816
For people with diabetes. Use only as directed. Consult your healthcare professional for advice.
Accu-Chek lancing devices are for single patient use only. Roche Diagnostics Australia Pty Ltd.,
31 Victoria Avenue, Castle Hill NSW 2154 ABN 29 003 001 205.
ACCU-CHEK, ACCU-CHEK MULTICLIX and CLIXMOTION are trademarks of Roche.
All other trademarks are the property of the respective owners. © 2012 Roche Diagnostics.

Step 2 Click

2

Step 3 Twist & Back

3

Press the lancing device firmly against side of
fingertip and press release the button.

To advance to the next lancet, turn priming button
as far as it will go and turn back again.
The number on the display indicates how many
unused lancets are left in the drum.
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Replacing lancet drum.
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Loading a new drum
Remove cap from the end of your Multiclix device.

®

Tips for virtually pain free lancing.
1

Lancing correctly helps to keep discomfort to a minimum. You can help your
patients monitor more comfortably by explaining these five easy steps:
1

Ensure hands are washed and clean.
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Insert a new drum with the blue ring end first.
Push to snap the drum into place. Replace cap.
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Exchanging a used drum
When number 1 appears in the display, the last
lancet needle is in use. When used, remove the
cap from the end of your Multiclix device.

Lance on the side of the fingertip rather than the pad.

3

Keep the skin taut by pressing the lancing device
firmly against the fingertip.

Remove used drum. (It cannot be reinserted.)
You can dispose of the old drum in household waste.
Follow Step ‘A’ to load a new drum.
4

Select a penetration depth set as shallow as possible
but on a depth that still produces blood.

Changing depth setting.
Set penetration depth
Turn the ring near the cap to select depth setting.
At first, select a shallow depth, gradually increasing it until
sufficient blood is obtained.
(Start with level 2.)

You’re ready to test: Press, click, and twist.

5

Alternate fingers daily and take steps to ensure
good blood circulation.
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